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Waste Watchers

By CHELSEA ZALOPANY

Jonathan GrassiFrom left: Andrea Crescioni, Rogan Gregory, Scott Mackinlay Hahn and Julie Gilhart.

Courses like Pattern Making 101, History of Design and Fashion Illustration may be
standard fashion school fare, but students in Parsons’ B.F.A. fashion design program have a
new requirement in the curriculum: sustainable design.

Zero Waste, the newest eco-elective, was first introduced by Timo Rissanen, the school’s
new assistant professor, and sponsored by the eco-friendly fashion line Loomstate. The
course breaks with tradition insofar as no preliminary sketching is involved; students move
straight to pattern making. “It all begins with a fairly explorative phase, where it’s just sort
of open-ended draping,” Rissanen says. “We actually draped with paper rather than fabric
because of a New York Times article. I bought three copies for my own records, but of
course it was the Sunday Times, so I had a lot of paper. There was a nice synergy in draping
with the leftovers.” Everything was recycled after the exercise. The students then moved on
to design a zero-waste garment.

Designs by Andria Cresioni for her zero-waste anorak coat.

Andria Cresioni, a senior in the program, designed a zero-waste anorak that caught the eye
of Scott Mackinlay Hahn and Rogan Gregory at Loomstate. “I first got involved because I
wanted to learn about the business side of things and how to create a product that won’t
leave a footprint,” Crescioni says. She’ll graduate this May, and before she heads to Peru to
work with local weavers at the Awamaki Lab, she’ll work alongside the Loomstate team to
produce her design, which will be part of the fall 2011 collection. “It’s comforting to know
this generation is embracing a new level of consciousness in their lives,” says Mackinlay
Hahn. We couldn’t agree more. Follow Cresioni and the making of her jacket on
Loomstate’s blog.
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